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We give soluth,ns to tw. pr~Jblcms of elementary algebra nd geometry: (1) find condi- 
tlons ,m real nutnbers p, q, and ~' so that the polynomial hmctlon ](x) = ~ +p ~2 +q a+r  
is nonnegative flJr all real ,% cud (2) find condltlorts on real numbers a~ b, and c so that 
the ellipse (~=2 c)~ "I" ~ - 1 :: 0 lies inside the unit circle y2 H- ~ - i. = O. Our solu- 
, a/ , 
tmns arc obtained by folh,wmg the basic outline of the method of quantifier climlnat~on 
by cylindrical algebraic decomposition (Collins, 1975), but we have developed, and have 
been considerably aided by, modified vcrslons of certain of its steps. We have found three 
equally slmple but not obviously equivalent solutions for the first problem~ illustrating the 
difficulty of obtalrdng unique "simplest 'j solutions to quantifier ellmlnetlon problems of 
elementary algebra nd geometry. 
1 In t roduct ion  
A. Tarski (1951) gave a quantif ier el imination (q.e.) method for elementary algebra and 
geometry (EAG) .  G. Collins (1975) gave a new q.e. method for EAG, the first to be fully 
implemented on a computer  (Arnon, 1981). In this paper we solve two problems of EAG 
by formulat ing them as q.e. problems and applying certain of the basic components of 
Collins' method,  together with modified versions of certain others of its steps. The two 
sample prob lems are: 
Quar t l c  p rob lem Find the conditions on real numbers  p, q, and r so that the polyno- 
mial function f(~c) = ~4 _1_ p ~2 + q z + r is positive semi-definite, i.e. nonnegative 
for all real ~. 
X-ax is  e l l ipse  prob lem In the equation 
(z - c) 2 y2 
-a2 ..... + b-~ -1=0,  
let a and b be interpreted as the principal semi-axes of an ellipse, and (e, 0) as its 
center; find the condit ions on a, b, and e so that the ellipse is nondegenerate and 
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Figure 1: X-axis ellipse problem. 
inside the unit circle y~ + $2 _ 1 = 0. "Nondegenerate" means here a ~ 0 and 
b ¢ 0, and "inside the circle" means either "strictly inside" (no contact), or "inside 
and touching" (the ellipse contacts the circle but has no points outside the circle), 
or "coincident" (the ellipse is identical with the circle). We call this problem the 
"z-axis" ellipse problem since the center of the ellipse is constrained to lie on the 
~-axis. Fig. 1 illustrates it. 
We give three solutions to the quartic problem, and one to the z-axis ellipse problem: 
Quar t i c  p rob lem:  first so lut ion 
5>O AND [p> 0 ORL< 0 OR(L= 0 ANDq= 0)], 
where 5 = 256r 3 - 128p 2 r2 + 144pq2r + 16p4r _ 27q4 _ 4p3q2 and L = 8pr - 9q 2 - 2p 3. 
Quar t i c  problem'-  second so lu t ion  
[ r=0 AND q = O AND p > O] OR 
[~ > O AND { 9q 2-32pr  < 0 OR ( 32r 2-8p2r+3pq 2 >_ 0 AND5 > 0)  }], 
where 5 is as in the first solution. 
Quar t ie  p rob lem:  th i rd  so lut ion  
[r =0 AND q=O AND p> O] OIt 
I t>  OAND{3q 2 -Spr  < 0 OR (6q2v-16pr 2-p~q2-~ 4par > O AND 5 >0) }], 
where 5 is as above. 
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X-axis ellipse prob lem solut ion 
[~" 0 AND O<a< I A NDO<b< t lOR 
[ (l < a < I AND 0 < b < 1AND c 2 < 1 AND (c +a-  1) (c -a+l )<0 AND 
[ b 2 - a < 0 OR b~e 2+ b 4 - cr2b 2 - b 2 + a 2<_0]]. 
An EAG quantifier elimination problem has the following general form: given a (well- 
formed) quantified formula ~(~1, , . . ,  zh), k > 0, of EAG, write down an equivalent 
formula cb(zt,. . . ,  m~) which is free of qttant[fiers, e~ is a solution formula for ~. We 
follow the convention that ~(mt, . . . ,  mh) denotes a formula in which all occurrences of 
a l , . . . ,  mk are free, each ai may or may not occur in gZ, and no variable besides ml, . . . ,  mk 
occurs free in ~. We call the set of all points in real (a l , . . . ,  mk)-space that satisfy ~ (or 
equivalently, ~) the solugiou set of ~. Thus, solution sets of q.e. problems are certain 
subsets of "free-variable" space. If h -~ 0, i.e. • is a sentence, then its solution set is 
(}-dimensional space (a one-point space defined by the formula 0 = 0) if • is true, or the 
empty set (defined by the lbrmula 0 = 1) if ,l~ is false. Arnon (1988b), Collins (1982), 
and 'I~rski (1951) provide more information on EAG and its q.e. and decision problems. 
Our two sample problems can be formulated as q.e. problems as follows'. 
Quart ic  p rob lem Eliminate the quantifier from the formula: 
(Vz) (z ~ -I-p ~'~ + q a + r >_ 0). (Z) 
X-axls ellipse prob lem Eliminate the quantifiers from the following formula, which 
asserts that "for all points (a, y) in the plane, if (~, y) is on the ellipse, then (a, y) 
is on or inside the unit circle": 
ab:/  O AND (V~)(Vy) [ba(m ..... e) 2 +o~=y =-azb  = =0 ---> yZ-t-z a - l _<0] .  ( I I )  
In Section 2 we review those parts of Collins' method that we use in this paper, 
and give an example of our overall q.e. methodology applied to a variant of the ellipse 
problem which has only one free variable. Our solution "process for this sample problem 
exhibits the three main steps that comprise our q.e. methodology: decomposition ffree- 
variable space, solution set determination, and solution formula construction. Sections 
3-5 present hese steps in greater detail and illustrate their application to the quartie 
problem (first solution) and the z-axis ellipse problem. Section 6 gives two additional 
solutions to the quartic problem, which when compared with the first solution, illustrate 
the difficulty of finding "simplest" solutions to EAG q.e. problems. Section 7 contains 
concluding remarks. 
The quartic problem was posed by Delzell (1983, 1984) in connection with finding 
a solution of a certain kind to Hilbert's 17th problem for a form of degree four. The 
z-axis ellipse problem is a special case of a more general ellipse problem posed by Kahan 
(1975), in which the center of the ellipse may be located anywhere in the plane, rather 
than just on the a~-axis. Our first solution to the quartic problem previously appeared as 
Arnon (1985). Lauer (1977) and Lazard (1988) have given mathematical derivations of 
solutions to the general ellipse problem, using a computer only for routine computations 
(such as resultants). For the ~-axis ellipse problem, our solution is identical to one given 
by Lazard, while Lauer's solution evaluates to a formula which is longer than ours, and 
not obviously equivalent. Preliminary work on applying Collins' q.e. method to the 
z-axis ellipse problem was reported in Arnon & Smith (1983). Alternative derivations 
of solutions to the quartic and z-axis ellipse problems were given by Mignotte (1986). 
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Figure 2: Off-axis ellipse problem. 
2 Quantifier elimination by cylindrical algebraic de- 
composition 
Consider the following variation of the z-axis ellipse problem of Section l: the e.quation 
a 2 (1)2 - 1 := 0 
defines an ellipse with center (~, }), height ~, and width a. Let us find the conditions on 
a so that the ellipse is (nondegenerate and) inside the unit circle y2 ~ z2 .... 1 - (l. "Inside 
the circle" in this ease means either "strictly inside" or "inside and touching". Fig. 2 
illustrates the problem, which we call the "off-axis ellipse problem", since the center of 
the ellipse is fixed at a point off the a-axis. 
Let us now recall certain foundational results on which Collins' method depends. We 
assume the definitions of the terms region, cell, cell index, semi-algebraic set, positive 
polynomial, resultant, sector, section, stack, cylinder, decomposition, cylindrical de- 
composition, algebraic decomposition, cylindrical algebraic decomposition (c.a.d.), and 
induced ~.~.d. given in Arnon et. al. (1984) or Arnon (1988b). We review some addi- 
tional definitions from these references. Let X and Y be any sets, and let T : X -~ Y 
be a function. T is invariant on X, and X is T-invariant, i f  T is constant on X. For 
any k > 0, let E k denote k-dimensional euclidean space, i.e. Reals ~ with the usual 
topology. Let X be a subset of E k, and let ~(z l ,  •. •, zh) be a formula. We say that @ is 
invariant on X (and that X is qJ-invariant), if the function truthValue(eg) is invariant 
on X. Let ¢(z l , . . . , z , )  be a quantifier-free formula (q.f.f.). As we know, ¢ consists of 
(finite) collection of atomic formulas, combined using the propositional connectives. 
Each atomic formula can be written in the form [ F (z l , . . . ,~)  - 0 ], where F ~ I~ (we 
write I~ to denote Z[z l , . . . ,~ , ] ) ,  and " is one o f<,  <, >, >, =:, ~-. When its atomic 
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formulas are written in this form, we say that ¢ is a standard formula, and refer to the 
set ()fall F's which occur in at least one of its atomic formulas as its (set of)polynomials. 
For example, formulas (I) and (II) above are in standard form, with respective sets of 
polynomials {~4 p $2 + q ~ v} and {ab, b2(~ - e) 2 + a2y 2 - a2b ~, y2 + z2 _ 1}. 
Let X be a sul)set of E ~ and let F be an element of I,. We say that F is invariant 
on X (and that X is sign-invariant (with respect o F), and F-invariant), if the fl~netion 
signum(F) is invariant on X. Let A = {A1,...,A,~}, be a (finite) subset of I,. We 
say that A is invariant on X (and that X is sign-invariant (with respect o A), and 
A-invarianl) if each Ai is invariant on X. A collection C of subsets of E" is A-invariant 
if each element of the collection is. We say that C is sigu-invariant if there exists some 
A C I~ such that C is A-invariant. The reader will note that our definition of "F- 
invariant" (and "A-invariant') is an abuse of language: its most natural meaning would 
be that the value of the function F(a~, ..., ~)  is invariant as a = (al,...,c~,) ranges over 
X, but instead~ we define it to mean that the sign of F(al, ...,~,) is invariant on X. 
This is intentional: it is the sign of F(a l ,  ...~c~,), and not its value, which is crucial for 
Collins' method. 
The fc)llowing Lemma is rather obvious but should be carefully considered. 
LEMMA 2.1 Let ¢(~1, ..., .~,), v > O, be a quantifier-free formula in standard form, and 
let A (~ Ir be the polynomials of ¢. An A-invaviant decomposition of E ~ is ¢-invariant. 
A subset X of E n is definable if for some formula ¢(~t, ..., un) of L, X is the set of 
p.oints in E n that satisfy ¢. We say that X is defined by ¢, and that ¢ is a defining 
formula for X. Given formula ¢(ul,  ..., z,~), we write Set(¢ ) to denote the set defined by 
¢. Thus given quantifier-free ¢, Lemma 2.1 tells us that if we construct an A-invariant 
c.a.d. D of E ~, then each cell of D is ¢-invariant, and if we have a sample point for each 
cell, then we can determine the cells comprising Set(C) by evaluating ¢ at these sample 
points. The following extension of Lemma 2.1 is basic for Collins' method, and points 
the way to the first step of the q.e. methodology we employ in this paper. It is implicit 
in Collins (]975), and is proved in Arnon (1988b). A prenez formula of L is a formula 
~(,~t,...,~/~) of the form: 
(Qk+l~k+l)(Q~+2~h+2)...(Q~z,) M(~I,. . . ,~,),  0 < k < r, 
where each Qi is an existential or universal quantifier, and M(~I, ...,~,) is a quantifier- 
free formula, the matriz of @. Formulas (I) and (II) above are prenex; the matrix of (I) 
is ~4+p~2+q z+r  >0.  
THEOREM 2.2 Let ~(~et, ..., ~)~ k > O, be a standard prenez formula whose matriz M 
involves r > k variables, I f  D is an M-invariant c.a.d, o re  ~, then the c.a.d, orE k that 
is induced by D is ~-invariant. 
Theorem 2.2 tells us that if ~(~,  ...,~k) is a standard prenex formula with matrix 
M, if D is an M-invariant c.a.d, of E ' ,  and if D' is the c.a.d, of E ~ that is induced 
by D, then Set(i~) is the union of certain of the cells of D ~. Thus, given ~, a first step 
towards eliminating its quantifiers is to construct a c.a.d, of free-variable space E ~ that 
is the e.a.d, of E a that is induced by some M-invariant c.a.d, of E' .  Where A is the 
set of polynomials of M, by Lemma 2.1 it suffices to construct a c.a.d, of free-variable 
space that is induced by some A-invariant c.a.d, of E ' .  
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a 
y2 -t- 2 _ ] 
16a~y 2 - 8a2y + 4~ 2 - 4x -- 3a ~ + 1 
Figure 3: Input polynomials A for off-axis ellipse problem. 
Arnon et. al. (1984) and Arnon (1988b) discuss the c.a.d, construction algorithm. As 
MeCallum (1988) details, a key component of it is the projection operation, which maps 
a finite set of polynomials in n variables to a finite set of polynomials in n - 1 variables. 
In this paper we use a projection operator Proj~ defined as follows. Given A C IT3 7' >_ 2, 
let prim(A) denote the set of primitive parts of those elements of A which have positive 
degree, and let B be a finest squarefree basis for prim(A). Let con t(A) denote the set 
of non-zero non-unit contents of the elements of A. For any set S of elements of In, let 
PPDIF (S)  denote the set of all distinct positive irreducible factors of elements of S, 
subject to the further constraint hat each element of PPDIF (S)  lmve positive degree 
in some variable. Then we define Proj(A) to be PPDIF(con~(A)  U PII, OJ(B)),  where 
the map PROJ  is as defined in Arnon et. hi. (1984). Hence given A C It, r > 2, each 
element of Proj(A) is a positive polynomial, has positive degree in at least one of the 
r - 1 variables of I t - l ,  and is irreducible. From the results of Arnon et. hi, (1984), it 
follows that any Proj(A)-invariant c.a.d, of E ~-1 is induced by some A-invariant c.a.d. 
of E ~ .
We write Pvoj ~ to denote the/-fold composition of the Pro j  map, i.e. Pvoj~(A) = 
Proj(Proj i - l (A)) .  Thus, if ¢I'(zl, ...,~k) is a standard prenex formula with matrix M, 
and if A is the set of polynomials of M, then a Proj~-h(A)- inwriant c.a.d, of E k is 
induced by some M-invariant c.a.d, of E ~, and so is cI~-invariant, ltence the first step of 
our q.e. methodology is to compute Projr -k(A)  and construct a P~'oj" k(A)-invariant 
c.a.d, of E k, Let us see the details of these computations for the off-axis ellipse problem. 
Clearing denominators, we have an input formula of: 
ay£OAND (V~)(Vy) [16a2y 2 -8a2y+4~ 2-4~-3a  2+1 =0 ~ y2+~ .... 1_<0]. 
which gives us the set A of input polynomials hown in Fig. 3. We get a first projection 
set P = Proj(A) shown in Fig. 4, and a second projection set p2 __ Pro j (P)  shown in 
Fig. 5. We find that a P~'-invariant c.a.d, of 1-space has 51 cells, and takes 54 seconds to 
construct using an implementation of Collins' algorithm in the SAC-2 computer algebra 
system (Collins, 1980) on a Vax 11/785. (All execution times given in this paper are 
CPU, not elapsed, time). We know that the solution set is the union of certain of these 
cells. This completes the first step of our q.e. methodology. 
Let us now continue on to solve the off-axis ellipse problem, and in so doing introduce 
the second and third steps Of our methodology. Assume that we do not allow negative 
a, i.e. assume that ellipses have positive width. Then only those cells in 1-space that lie 
in the interval 0 < a <_ ~ may possibly be in the solution set. It turns out that the ten 
cells with indices (27), (28), ... (36) of the c.a.d, of :l-space, each of which represents 
successively larger values of a, comprise the interval (0, ~], We know that each or these 
cells either consists entirely of points in the solution set~ or has no points in the solution 
set. Thus, for any given one of these cells c, by choosing a sample a ~ c, substituting 
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a 
z+l  
2x - 2a - 1 
2x + 2a - 1 
4z:  -4z -3a  2 + 1 
16x 'l 32x 3 + 64a4:c 2 - 24a2z 2 + 24x 2 -t- 24a2z - 8z - 55a 4 - 6a ~ + l 
2 3 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 256a'Jz ~--128a;~ 4 t16~. t -128a ' ;c  --32~ --352a z'-1-72a ;~ +24z -104a  z-8~:+lOSa +26a +1 
li ' igure 4: F i rs t  p ro jec t ion  set P for off-axis ellipse prob lem.  
a 
2a ~}-1 
2a - 1 
2a I-3 
2a - -3  
a 2 -3  
3a 2 - 1 
5a ~ + 1 
3a 2 + 6a + 2 
3a = - 6a + 2 
16a 2+16a- l l  
16a 2 -16a- l l  
64a 2 +64a-47  
64a 2 - 64a - 47 
880a s - 1224a s + 3231a ~ - 1242a ~ + 351 
26880a 8 - 70624a 6 +30537a 4 - 5022a 2 + 297 
FigUre 5: Second pro jec t ion  set p2  for off-axis ellipse prob lem.  
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Figure 6: Boundary case of off-axis ellipse problem. 
this a into the input formula above, and deciding the resulting sentence, we determine 
whether c is contained in or is disjoint from the solution set. A sample point for cell 
107. (27) is a = ~,  substituting this into the off-axis problem input formul~ we obtain: 
(Vz)(Vy) [183184y 2 91592 31.189 y2 ~ 
Applying the original Collins q.e. method, implemented as above in SAC-2 on a Vax 
11//785, we are told in 14 seconds that the sentence is true. A sample point fi~r cell (29) 
27. substituting this into the input formula yields: i sa= ~,  
.11664 2 5832 1909 ~2 
(V~) (Vy)  [ 4 - - -6~y - 409~----~y + 4~ ~ - 4,,, + 4096 - 0 ~ y~ n . . . . .  it _< 01. 
The Collins algorithm tells us in 28 seconds that this sentence is false. Cell (28) must be 
in the solution set, since clearly the solution set has a "boundary point", us illustrated 
by Fig. 6. This reasoning is substantiated by the fact that all ellipses whose widths 
a belong to cell (27) in fact are strictly inside the unit circle, which we establish by 
applying the Collins algorithm to the variant of the sentence we had above for cell (27) 
that results from replacing ,,y2 + $2 _ 1 <_ 0" by ,,y2 + ~2 _ 1 < 0". This variant sentence 
is found to be true in 11 seconds. We establish that cell (28) is in the solution set by 
this "indirect reasoning", rather than by the substitution and direct check that we did 
for cells (27) and (29), because its sample point is an algebraic number of degree 8 (see 
below), and so the direct check is likely to be quite time-consuming. 
We have now completed the second step of our q.e. methodology: the determination 
of which cells of the c.a.d, of free-variable space comprise the solution set, i.e. cells 
(27) and (28) for the off-axis ellipse problem. The third step is to write down a solution 
formula. Cell (28) is the unique root a of the polynomial 
f(a) = 268803 s - 7062436 + 3053734 - 502232 -J- 297 
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P 
q 
9q 2 ~ 2p a 
27q ~ +Spa 
27qZ _ p3 
Figure 7: Second projection set P~ for quartic problem. 
in the interwtl (~4 r, ~I--~), and cell (27)is the open interval (0,a). Examining the real 
roots of f(a) we find that a is its snmllest positive real root, hence since f(0) is positive, 
a dclining formula for the union of cells (27) and (28), i.e. a solution formula for the 
ofhaxis ellipse probhmh is: 
215 
0 < a < 512 AND f(a) > (J. 
This completes the third step of our q.e. methodology, namely solution formula con- 
struction. 
For tMs sample problem, Collins' original q,e. method would call for us to extend 
the e.a.d, of l-space to a c.a.d, of 2-space, extend the c.a.d, of 2-space to a c.e.d, of 
3-space, and then evaluate the matrix M of the input formula at sample points for the 
cells of the 3-space c.a.d. We attempted to carry out these c.a.d, extensions, and found 
that the induced c.a.d, of 2-space took 47 minutes of CPU time to construct and had 
1081 cells, and that cmlstruction of the c.a.d, of 3-space was still incomplete after two 
hours of CI'll time (these computations were done using algorithm CLCAD of Arnon ~ 
1988a, implemented in SAC-2 on a Vax 11/785). Thus the solution process used above 
is adwtntageous fi.~r the off-axis ellipse problem. 
3 Decompos i t ion  of  free-variable space 
Let us now apply our three-step q.e. methodology to the quartic and a-axis ellipse 
problems. In this seetion~ we shall consider the first step: decomposition of free-variable 
space. For the quartic problem, the set A of input polynomials contains one element: 
A = {~4 +p a2 +q a+r} .  
a~ +p a~ + q a + T is irreducible, hence we get a projection set P = P~.oj(A) = {5, L, p}, 
where 5 and L are as in Section 1. Our c.a.d, algorithm (algorithm CLCAD of Arnon, 
1988a) took 10 minutes to construct a P-invariant c.a.d, of E a, which has 123 cells. 
p2 _= Proj(P) is shown in Fig. 7. P'~ = Proj (P 2) = {p}. The pa-invariant induced 
e.a.d, of l-space obviously has three cells, and took 18 seconds to construct. The 
P2-invariant induced c.a.d, of 2-space has 2l cells and took 24 seconds to construct. 
For the ellipse problem, we will find a way of reducing the size of projection sets. 
Ours is a different projection set reduction than that given by McCallum (1988). Ideally, 
both his reduced projection set and the technique we give here should be used. The set 
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a 
b 
x- -1  
m+l  
z -c+a 
z -c -a  
b2z 2 _ a2m 2 ._ 2b~c~ + b2c 2 _ a~b 2 + a 2 
Figure 8: First projection set P for z-axis ellipse problem. 
of  polynomials of formula (II) of Section 1, i.e. our set A of input polynomials, is: 
A ={ ab, b2m 2-2b2ce+b~c 2+a2y ~-a2b 2, y2+e 2_1  }, 
P = PTo j (A)  is as shown in Fig. 8. Now let us make some basic observations. C lear ly  
the semi-axes of  the ellipse must each be less than or equal to the radius of the circle, and  
the center of the ellipse must be (strictly) inside the circle. Whether to allow negat ive  
n. and b seems to us to be a matter  of choice; we choose not to. Hence we have  the  
restrictions 
(R1) 0 < a < I ,  
(R2) 0 < b < 1, 
(R3)  c 2 < 1. 
Let us next observe that whenever a = 1, in any solution we must necessarily have c :-=- (I 
and b _< 1. A similar argument applies whenever b 1. Finally, whenever c = 0~ then  
any choice of a and b in the range (0, 1] gives us a solution. Hence we know the so lu t ions  
of  the problem whenever a = 1, b = 1, or e := 0, and need only be concerned about  the  
port ion of the solution set for which 0 < a < 1 and 0 < b < 1 and 0 < c ~ < 1. 
Returning now to our solution process, recall that the PROJ  operator de f ined  in  
Section 3 of [ACM84a] performs certain computat ions once for each reductum o f  i ts  
a rgument  polynomials (see McCallum, 1088, for the definition of reductum), to cover  
the possiblity that  one or more of  the leading coefficients of these argument po lynomia ls  
vanish. We see that in set P above, only element Q(e) = b2e2-a~e2-2b~ee+b2c2-a2b2-k  
a 2 of pr im(P)  has a potentially vanishing leading coefficient (i.e. b 2 - a~). Note that  
since we have defined the elements of our projection sets to be i~reducible po lynomia ls ,  
pr im(P)  is a finest squarefree basis for itself, hence PT'oj(P) = PPDIF (con~(P)  m 
PROJ (pr im(P) ) ) .  Following ideas in Section 5 of Collins (1975), we can ignore the  
reducta of  all elements of p r im(P)  other than Q in constructing PROJ (pr im(P) ) .  The 
reducta of Q are 
7.ed°(V) = q 
red l (Q)  = -2b~c~ + b2c 2 _ a~b 2 + a s 
redS(Q) -7- b2e 2 _ a2b 2 + a 2 
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a 
b 
b+a 
b -a  
c+a+l  
c+a-1  
c -a+l  
c -a -1  
b2c 2+b 4-a2b  2_b  2 +a 2 
Figure 9: First partial second projection set Po 2 for z-axis ellipse problem. 
Let us consider separately the subsets of PROJ(pr im(P))  that derive from each of 
these reducta, and for each, see if we earl determine that certain of its elements can be 
withheld from Pvoj(P).  Again, this sort of pruning of projection sets is suggested in 
Section 5 of Collins (1975). 
First, assuming that the leading coefficient of Q(z) doesn't vanish, i.e. b 2 7 ~ a 2, we get 
the partial second projection set P0 z shown in Fig. 9. Suppose now that b = a, i.e. the 
leading coefficient of Q(z) does vanish. Using red(Q) in place of  Q, we get another partial 
second projection set Pt 2 shown in Fig. 10. Let us now apply the fact that b = a to 
the elements of P~ (this amounts to simplification in the presence of the relation b = a). 
When b = a, bc+ab+a : b(c+a+ 1), and similarly for the other polynomials beS=ab±a. 
When b = a, b~e ~ - 2b~c - a~b 2 + a ~ = b~(e ~ - 2c - a~ + 1) = b ~ (e -  a + 1)(c + a + 1), and 
a similar factorization occurs for b~c 2 +2b2c - a2b 2 +a 2. Hence we see that the elements 
of  P~ which are relevant for us are the subset {b, c + a + 1, c + a - 1, c - a + 1, c - a + 1 } of 
Po ~, plus the polynomial c, and so P0 ~ augmented by c is still satisfactory as our tentative 
second projection set. 
If b = a and c = 0, the first two leading coefficients of Q(z) vanish, however we have 
a l ready dealt with the case c = 0. Hence Po 2 U {c} suffices as a tentative projection 
set. To arrive at our final projection set, we add the polynomials a - 1, b -  1, and 
c 2 -  1 = (c -1 ) (c+l )  from (R1) -  (R3). We can omit b+a since (R1) -  (R3) imply 
b + a > 0. Hence we take our second projection set p2 to be as shown in Fig. 11. 
The time required to construct a P2-invariant c.a.d, of E a was 75 minutes; it has 
2291 cells, pa = Proj(P2) is shown in Fig. 12. p4 _ Pvoj(P3) is shown in Fig. I3. The 
P4- invariant induced c.a.d, of 1-space has 11 cells, and took 47 seconds to construct. The 
P~-invariant induced c.a.d, of 2-space has 157 cells and took two minutes to construct. 
4 So lu t ion  set determinat ion  
Let us determine the cells comprising the solution set of the quartie problem. Given a 
sample  point (Tr, (, p) for a cell in a c.a.d, of E 3, our task is to determine whether the 
polynomial  g(~) = z4 + ~r z 2 + ~ z + p is positive semi-definite. We do this by isolating 
the  real roots of g and checking the sign of g at sample rational number elements of each 
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Figure l l :  Second projection set p2 for ~-axis ellipse probIem. 
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Figure 13: Fourth projection set p4 for ~-axis ellipse problem. 
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of the five or fewer open intervals into which g's roots divide the real line. I)ctermining 
the solution set of the quartic problem by this method took our soft;ware four minutes. 
For the ellipse problem, to determine which cells of the c.a.d. D of E z belong to 
the solution set, we first reduce the number of quantifiers to be eliminated from two 
to one. Let E(a,b,c,z,y) = b2(a~- c) 2 -t ~ a2y  2 -  a2b 2 = 0 be the equation of the 
ellipse, and C(a,b,c,~,y) = y2 + z2 _. 1 = 0 be the equation of the unit circle. Let 
S(a, b, c, y) : Resultants(E, C), and R(a, b, c, z) = Resultanty(E, C). It is a special 
case of Theorem 1 of Lauer (1977), that for any particular triple (a, b, c) satisfying (R1) 
- (R3), the corresponding ellipse is inside the circle if and only if either S(y) has no real 
roots, or R(z) has no real roots, or S(y) and R(z) have only multiple real roots. Let 
~o(a, b, c) denote the formula: 
S(a, b, c, z) has no veal roots or R(a, b, c, z) has no real roots 
or S(a, b, c, z) and R(a, b, e, z) both have only multiple real "coots. 
Let ~ denote formula (II) of Section 1. By Lauer's Theorem 1, a cell (~f D that satisfies 
(1:{1) - (R3) is ,I,-invariant if and only if it is ~o-invariant, and the truth values of ¢, and 
~o are the same on any such cell. Hence, to determine whether ~ cell in our P2-invariant 
c.a.d, of E z that satisfies (R1) - (R3) is in the solution set we need only deterrnine 
the truth value of ~o(a,b,c) on it. Given a sample point (¢-~,fl,7) fi)r such a cell in E a, 
we do this by isolating the real roots of S(c~, f~, 7, z) and R(*z,/3, 7, $). Given that ~o is 
concerlled not only with the number of real roots o rs  and R, but also their multiplicities, 
we use a multiplicity-reporting real root isolation algorithm, such as the Collins-Loos 
algorithm [CL082]. 
5 Solut ion formula const ruct ion  
Our strategy for solution formula construction for our two sample problems is to display 
the solution set in a manner which enables us to read off a (hopefidly simple) defining 
formula for it. Naturally this approach is most attractive for problems which have 
solution sets in E 1, E2, and E z. In Section 2, for example, we essentially "displayed" 
the solution set for the off-axis ellipse problem as a subsct of E 1 and then wrote down 
a defining formula for it. 
Let us now describe our display method in detail. Note that the quartic and z- 
axis ellipse problems each have three free variables. We compile a sequence of two- 
dimensional "slices" of the c.a.d, of 3-space by planes of the form p = P0 for the quartic 
problem (of the form a = a0 for the z-axis ellipse problem), for a sequence of increasing 
p0's (no's) chosen from cells of the induced e.a.d, of 1-space. Each such slice yields a 
e.a.d, of 2-space, in which we mark the cells that belong to the solution set. We then 
examine all slices and attempt o write down a solution formula. 
Our method of choosing the po's is to pick one sample P0 from each cell d of the 
induced c.a.d, of 1-space for which there may possibly be cells in the c.a.d, of 3-space 
that lie "over" d and are contained in the solution set. Thus our p0's are sample points 
for either 0-cells or 1-cells of the induced c.a.d, of 1-space. Consider any 1-cell d in the 
induced c.a.d, of 1-space, and let S(d) denote the stack over this cell that is part of 
the induced c.a.d, of 2-space. S(d) consists of 1-dimensional sections and 2-dimensional 
sectors. For each adjacency of a 1-section e 1 and a 2-sector c 2 of S(d), we know (Arnon 
et. el., 1988) that where S(c t) and S(c 2) denote the stacks over these cells that are part 
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of the c.a.d, of 3-space, and S*(c 1) and S*(c 2) denote the extensions of these stacks, 
that S*(c 2) has the unique section boundary property in S*(cl), i.e. for any section s 
of S*(c2), the set of boundary points of s that lie "over" c 1 is a section of S*(c~). (See 
Arnon et. al., 1988, for the precise definition of the unique section boundary property). 
Hence, for any values of P0 from d that we choose, the c.a.d.s of the plane that we get 
by slicing the c.a.d, of 3-space by the planes p -- P0 are all "topologically equivalent", 
in the sense that they consist of the same numbers of cells, arranged into stacks in the 
same way, and having the same adjacencies. Hence, a single slice for any such d suffices 
to show us the portion of the solution set that lies "over" that d. When d is a 0-cell~ 
then d = po for some real algebraic P0, and we slice by the plane p --- P0. 
If for any reason we are not able to produce a solution formula by examining the 
slices that we construct, then we can always fall back to Collins original algorithm for 
constructing solution formulas, namely to construct defining formulas for the individual 
cells comprising the solution set, and then form the disjunction of these formulas. This 
has not been necessary for the sample problems we consider in this paper. 
For the quartic problem, we saw that the induced c.a.d, of E I consists of the three 
cells defined by p < 0, p .... 0, and p > 0. Hence if c~ is a positive real number, then it 
suffices to "slice" the e.a.d, of E 'a by the planes p -~- c~ = 0~ p = 0, and p - c~ = 0~ to get 
an accurate picture of the solution set. Figs. 14 and 15 show the slice p + c~ = 0, with 
the viewer standing at some large negative value of p and looking toward the origin. 
Fig. [4 shows the structure of the c.a.d., i.e. the adjacencies of its cells. We stress that 
our figures ~re not intended to show the actual shapes of curves and surfaces (which 
don't matter for q.e.), but only their topological structure. In Fig. 14, dots correspond 
to (cross-sections of) l-cells in 3-space, arcs to (cross-sections of) 2-cells, and patches 
of white space to (cross-sections of) 3-cells. (Cross-sections of) 2-cells belonging to the 
zero set of t5 are shown as dotted lines, and 2-cells belonging to the zero set of L are 
shown as solid lines. For clarity, we do not show all cells of the c.a.d, in these diagrams, 
but only those relevant to the determination of the solution set. Note that there are 
five "columns" of dots in Fig. 14, and recall that the polynomials that determine the 
induced cad of 2-space are shown in Fig. 7. The dots in the leftmost column in Fig. 14 
correspond to 1-cells in 3-space that lie "over" a 1-cell in the induced cad of E 2 that 
is contained in the zero set of 9q 2 + 2p s. The dots in the next column to the right 
correspond to 1-cells in 3-space that lie "over" a 1-cell in the induced cad of E 2 that is 
contained in the zero set of 27q 2 + 8p s. The dots in the center column lie over a 1-cell 
in E 2 on which q vanishes, and so on. Fig. 15 indicates the cells in this slice that belong 
to the solution set by shading or crosshatching them.  Similarly Figs. 16 and 17 show 
the slice p = 0, and Figs. 18 and 19 the slice p - a = 0. In Fig. 16, dots correspond to 
0-cells in 3-space, arcs to 1-cells~ and patches of white space to 2-cells. In Figs. 16-19, 
the viewer is standing at some large positive value of p and looking toward the origin. 
From Figs. 14-19, it is not hard to see that ~ _> 0 on every cell in the solution 
set of the quartie problem. Also 3 when p > 0, "~ > 0" defines precisely the cells in the 
solution set. When p < 0, all cells defined by "6 > 0 AND L < 0" are in the solution 
set, but this formula fails to define one additional 1-cell in the solution set, which can 
be defined by "p < 0 AND ~ >_ 0 AND L == 0 AND q --- 0". Altogether we obtain a 
solution formula of: 
>_ 0 AND [p>_O OR L <O OR (L=O AND q=O) ]. 
Let us now display the portion of the z-axis ellipse problem solution set satisfying 
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Figure 15: Quartic problem, slice for p < 0, solution set marked 
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Figure 16: Quartic problem, slice for p = 0. 
Figure 17: Quartic problem, slice for p = 0, solution set marked 
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Figure 18: Quartic problem, slice for p > 0, 
Figure 19: Quartie problem, slice for p > 0, solution set marked 
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Figure 20: X-axis ellipse problem, slice for 0 < a < 1, 
Figure 21: X-axis ellipse problem, slice for 0 < a < i, solution set marked 
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0 < a < 1 and 0 < b< 1 and e = < 1. Clearly (cf. Fig. 13) the open interval 0 < a< 1 
is a 1-cell in the induced c.a.d, of E 1. Hence a single slice of three-dimensional space 
by a plane a = a, 0 < c~ < 1, suffices to show the structure of those cells in E a which 
may possibly be in the solution set, and which we do not already have a description of. 
Fig. 20 shows such a slice, and Fig. 21 indicates with shading and cross-hatching which 
of  these cells belong to the solution set. In Figs. 20 and 21 the viewer is standing at a 
large posit ive value of a and looking toward the origin. 
We see that  when b 2 < a, (c + a - 1)(c - a q- 1) < 0 defines the cells in the solution 
set, and when b 2 > a, b2c 2 + b 4 - a2b 2 - b ~ + a 2 <_ 0 defines the cells in the solution set. 
Also, when b 2 > a, it is still the case that (c + a -  1 ) (c -  a + 1) < 0 on all cells in the 
solut ion set. Hence our overall solution to the ellipse problem is: 
[e=0 AND 0<a_  1 AND 0<b< 1] OR 
[0 <a< 1 AND 0 <b< 1 AND e 2 < 1 AND 
[ b 2 -a  <_O ORbae 2 +b 4 -a2b  2 
(c+a-1) (c -a+l )  < 0 AND 
-b2  +a 2 < 0 ]]. 
6 Add i t iona l  so lu t ions  fo r  the  quar t i c  p rob lem 
6.1  Quar t i c  p rob lem,  second so lu t ion  
Let f(a~) = ~4+p a:~+q ~+r,  and observe that  since f (~) tends to +co with I~], formula 
(I) of Section 1 is true if and only if rnir~(f(z)) > 0. Furthermore, min( f (m) )  >_ 0 if and 
only if ('v'a~)[ f'(a~) ~- 0 ::> f(a~) >_ 0 ]. 
To take advantage of this observation, we consider separately the cases r = 0 and 
r ~ O. Suppose r = O. Then % = 0 AND (1)" is equivalent o the conjunction of: 
r=OAND(Vm)[ ,<O ~ za+p*+q_<0]  
and 
r=OAND(Va '~) [ :~>O ~ ~3+pa~+q>O] .  
It is not hard to see that the conjunction of these two conditions is equivalent o 
T=q=OANDp>O.  
Suppose now that  r ~ 0. From the requirement hat f (0)  > 0, we see that in any 
solution, r ¢ 0 implies 7" > 0, hence we assume r > 0. Set ~ = l /v ,  t5 = p/~., and 
4 = q/ r .  Then f (~)  is never negative if and only if 
Q(y) e (y4/~). f (1/y)  = y' + 4 y3 +/5 y= + ~ (2) 
is never negative, Hence % > 0 AND ( I )"  is equivalent o 
>0 AND (Vy)[ Q'(y) = O ~ Q(y) _> O ]. (3) 
We have 
Q'(y) = 4y s + a4 y2 + 2/5 y ~ y. (4~ 2 + a4 y + 2/5) ~- ~. 0(y), 
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Figure 22: Projection set P for second solution of quartic problem. 
where Q(y) - 4y 2 + 3~ y + 2/3. The root y = 0 of Q'(y) implies that in any solution 
formula for (3), ~ > 0 (which we already know). By Euclidean division, we find that 
where 
64.Q(y)=_Ay÷B [ mod Q(y) ], 
A : 908 - 32/5~ : ~. (9~ 2 - 32/5), 
and 
B = 64~ ÷ 6t302 - 16t52. 
Hence (3) is equivalent o 
>OAND(Vy)[O(y)=O -~ Ay+13>0].  (4) 
The set of polynomials of formula (4) is A = {~, Q(y), A y + B}, and P = Proj(A) is 
shown in Fig. 22. Construction of a P-invariant c.a.d, of E a took 3 minutes; there were 
127 cells. After determination and display of the solution set, we obtain the following 
quantifier-free formula equivalent o (4): 
B 
~ > 0 AND { 9e~ -32 /5< 0 OR( ~ >_0 AND R>_O ) }. 
Substitut ing back r = I / J ,  p = r •/5, q = v .  q, we obtain the following quantifier-free 
formula equivalent o (I): 
[v-  O AND q=O AND p>O] OR 
[ r>0 AND{ 9q 2 -32pr<0 O R ( 32v 2-8p2r+3pq ~ >0 AN D 6 > O ) }], 
where 5 is as in Section 1. This is our second solution of the quartic problem. 
6.2  Quart ic problems third solution 
Another  approach is to solve directly the formula 
> 0 AND (Vy) [Q(y) > 0]. 
From this formula we obtain the set A = {~, y4 + 0 y3 _~_/5 y2 + ~} of input polynomials. 
P = Proj(A) is shown in Fig. 23; the polynomial R is as defined in Section 6.1. 
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Figure 23: Projection set P for third solution of quartic problem. 
Construction of a P-invariant c.a.d, of E :~ took 11 minutes; there were 123 cells. After 
determination and display of the solution set, we obtain the following solution formula: 
> 0 AND { 3~ ~-8~<0 0R(6c~9~- 16it3~ .... t32~ -1.-4/3 a > 0 AND R>O)  }. 
Substituting back 7 .... l/~, p ::' r./3, q .... v. ~, we get the following formula equiwflent to 
(I): 
[v .... (I AND q 0 AND p > 0] OR 
[r> 0 AND { 3q 2 8pr<O ()It (6q27 , liipr 2 ..... p'Zq2 t 4pa'e > 0 AND b > O) }], 
where 6 is as above. This is our third solution. 
7 Conc lud ing  remarks  
In fact, we were able to use tile original Collins' algorithnl to solve the quartie problem. 
The e.a.d, of E 4 took about 18 hours to construct and had 489 cells. The time then 
required to determine the solution set was about 19 minutes. The solution formula 
produced was 80 lines long: it is the disjunction of the defining fi)rmulas for the 56 
ceils in 3-space that comprise the solution set. This sort of experience has been one 
motivation for the development of the q.e. methodology presented in this paper. 
We gave three solution formulas for the quartie problem. It is difficult to say that 
one of them is "simplest". And perhaps there exist yet other solution formulas which are 
even "simpler". In general, the solution set of a q.e. problem is a certain set of points 
in free-variable space, and our goal is to write down a "simplest" defining formula for 
it. A rigorous understanding of the problem of constructing such a "simplest" defining 
formula for a semi-algebraic set, given some (quantifier-free) defining formula for it, 
would enhance both the theory and practice of solving elementary algebra and geometry 
problems by quantifier elimination. 
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